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Social Competence in Children with
Neurofibromatosis Type 1: Relationships with
Psychopathology and Cognitive Ability
Abstract
Title: Social competence in children with neurofibromatosis type 1: Relationships
with psychopathology and cognitive ability.
Background: Neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) is a neurodevelopmental disorder
associated with elevated risk of specific cognitive impairments and a high
prevalence of psychological comorbidities. Children with NF1 have also been
reported to display significant difficulties with peer relationships, although the
exact nature of their social competence difficulties remains unclear. This study
aimed to explore the nature of the day to day social competence difficulties
observed in children with NF1 and to investigate how these difficulties might
relate to cognitive dysfunction and symptoms of psychopathology.
Methods and Findings: This study investigated parent ratings of day to day social
competence in 23 children with neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) compared to 23
chronological age-matched typically developing controls using a brief, standardised
questionnaire - the Social Competence with Peers Questionnaire. The relationships
between social competence, psychopathology (parent ratings of Attention
Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder or Autism Spectrum Disorder symptomatology),
and cognitive ability (Full Scale IQ and parent ratings of functional executive
behaviour) in children with NF1 were also explored using correlational analyses.
Results indicated that children with NF1 displayed significantly poorer day to
day social competence than controls. These social competence deficits were not
related to Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder symptomatology, Full Scale IQ
or functional executive behaviour. However, difficulties with social competence
were significantly related to Autism Spectrum Disorder symptomatology and
socially anxious/avoidant behaviours in our NF1 cohort.
Conclusions: These results indicate that children with NF1 are at significant risk of
day to day social competence difficulties, especially those who display high levels
of autistic symptomatology and socially anxious behaviour. Our findings suggest
a need to incorporate screening for social competence problems and comorbid
psychopathology into the more general clinical management of children with NF1.
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Introduction
Neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) is an autosomal dominant genetic
disorder with an estimated prevalence of approximately 1 in 3,000.
The condition is caused by a mutation of the NF1 gene on the

long arm of chromosome 17 [1] and is associated with distinctive
physical characteristics, neurofibromas (benign tumours);
skinfold freckling; café-au-lait macules (pigmented birthmarks)
and Lisch nodules (melanocytic hamartomas affecting the iris)
[2]. There is considerable variability in the clinical presentation
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of children with NF1 [3], however common complications of the
condition include specific cognitive impairments [4, 5] and a
high prevalence of psychological comorbidities [6, 7]. Poor social
skills and difficulties with interpersonal relationships have also
been reported in NF1 [8, 9], although the latter is particularly
under-researched. As such, the aim of the current study was
to investigate, in greater detail, the nature of day to day social
competence difficulties in children with NF1. A second and
related aim was to investigate how levels of social competence
in children with NF1 might relate to cognitive dysfunction and/or
symptoms of psychopathology.

controls on any disorder-specific subscales, including: physical
symptoms; harm avoidance; social anxiety and separation panic.
The authors noted a moderate correlation between social anxiety
symptoms and disease severity, such that participants with more
severe physical manifestations of NF1 reported significantly
higher levels of social anxiety [17]. Notably, however, significant
anxiety (and particularly social anxiety) has been documented in
ADHD [29, 30] and ASD [31, 32], making it difficult to tease apart
these psychological comorbidities in children with NF1.

Specific cognitive impairments

Research addressing social functioning in NF1 is in its infancy and
has tended to focus primarily on social information processing
(especially emotion recognition skills), emotional problems,
and social behaviour [33, 34]. For example, Huijbregts and De
Sonneville [5] found that children with NF1 display significantly
higher levels of emotional, conduct and peer-related problems
compared to typically developing controls. Their NF1 cohort also
performed significantly worse than controls on social information
processing tasks that required them to identify and match facial
expressions of emotion. In keeping with these findings, specific
emotion recognition deficits have been documented in children
with NF1, with Huijbregts et al. [33] showing that children
and adolescents with NF1 demonstrate significant difficulty
recognising and matching facial expressions of fear and anger. The
same emotion recognition deficits have also been documented
in the adult NF1 population, with additional deficits evident in
identifying whether conversational exchanges were sincere or
sarcastic [35].

Cognitive impairment is widespread in NF1, affecting
approximately 80% of children with the condition [4]. Deficits
in attention, visuospatial skills, language, and executive function
(including planning, organisation, inhibition, and self-monitoring)
are most common [4, 10-12]. In contrast, intellectual functioning
typically falls broadly within the normal range, although a distinct
and reliable downward shift in overall intelligence levels compared
with both the general population and unaffected sibling controls
has been consistently reported [4, 13, 14]. Academic difficulties
are also common, with between 50 and 70% of children with NF1
demonstrating impairments in literacy or numeracy skills [15, 16]
and approximately 20% estimated to meet criteria for a learning
disability [16].

Psychological comorbidities
Recent studies have documented a wide range of psychological
disorders associated with NF1 [6, 17]. Reports indicate that
Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) occurs in 30%
to 50% of individuals with NF1[4, 18, 19]. This is high compared
to the rate of approximately 5% in the general population [20].
Children with NF1 also display a significantly higher prevalence
of autism spectrum disorder (ASD) symptomatology compared
to the general population, with three recent studies reporting
that between 11% and 29% of children with NF1 are rated within
the severe range on the Social Responsiveness Scale [21] (a
screening measure of ASD symptomatology); a range which is
strongly associated with a clinical diagnosis of ASD [6, 22, 23].
Importantly, however, NF1 is associated with impairments in
several domains that overlap with ASD (including delayed social,
executive, and language skills), and so the true prevalence of
ASD in NF1 may be lower than these reports would indicate [24].
Nevertheless, a recent population-based epidemiologic study of
children and adolescents in with NF1 using diagnostic assessment
tools estimated a population ASD prevalence of 24.9% [25], well
above the estimated general population prevalence of 1.5% [26].
In addition to ADHD and ASD, there is some evidence to suggest a
predisposition towards anxiety disorders in children with NF1 [17].
The prevalence of anxiety disorders in the adult NF1 population
has been estimated at between 1% and 6% [27], which is generally
in keeping with the rates observed in the general population
[28]. Nevertheless, Pasini et al. [17] showed that children and
adolescents with NF1 display significantly higher levels of anxiety
symptomatology on a self-report measure compared to healthy
controls, although these children did not differ significantly from
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Social skills in NF1

In general, informant reports of social and emotional functioning
in children with NF1 indicate a high incidence of social and
behavioural problems [5, 8, 36, 37]. Furthermore, several studies
have documented discrepancies between self-report ratings of
social skills and informant (parent and teacher) ratings, suggesting
that children with NF1 may perhaps lack awareness of their own
social and behavioural difficulties [8, 36]. Similar patterns have
been documented in adults with NF1, who have been reported
to display less prosocial behaviour than the normal population,
as well as reduced awareness of their deficits in social skills
[34]. Taken together, these findings suggest deficits in aspects of
social awareness, social perception and social cognition in this
population.

Social competence in NF1
Anecdotally, children with NF1 demonstrate considerable social
difficulties on a day to day level, with reports from children with
NF1 and their parents suggesting that they are often teased and
rejected by their peers and have difficulty forming and maintaining
friendships [38]. Nevertheless, only two studies to date have
directly examined social competence in children in NF1. Barton
and North [8] investigated social skills and social outcomes in
children with NF1 using parent and teacher ratings on the Social
Skills Rating System (SSRS) [39] and the Child Behaviour Checklist
(CBCL) [40]. Children with NF1 were rated by both parents
and teachers as having significantly poorer social competence
compared with their unaffected siblings, despite there being
no significant difference between the groups in terms of their
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general social skills, including: cooperativeness; assertiveness;
responsibility and self-control. The presence of ADHD was found
to significantly increase the risk of social competence problems in
children with NF1, with those with a comorbid ADHD diagnosis1
performing significantly worse on measures of social competence;
they also displayed significantly greater difficulty with social skills
and social problems. In keeping with these findings, Noll and
colleagues [9] found that children and adolescents with NF1 had
significantly fewer reciprocal friendships and were rated as less
well liked by their peers compared to their typically developing
classmates, despite being rated by teachers and peers as being
more prosocial. Parents also rated children with NF1 as having
significantly greater difficulties with social competence on the
CBCL. The authors noted that social difficulties in their sample
appeared to be the most severe for those children with comorbid
learning difficulties and/or ADHD; however, this was not formally
addressed statistically [9].
There is some evidence to suggest that general cognitive ability
may be related to social and behavioural functioning in NF1,
although the exact nature of the relationship between social
competence and cognitive ability in this population remains
unclear. Huijbregts and De Sonneville [5] reported that deficits in
general cognitive ability (a composite score comprising measures
of processing speed, social information processing, and cognitive
control) contributed significantly to emotional problems and
reduced social responsiveness in children and adolescents
with NF1. Nevertheless, the impact of specific cognitive
impairments on day to day social competence (for example, the
role of executive dysfunction) requires further investigation.
Notably, NF1 is associated with significant functional executive
difficulties, with particular deficits evident in sustaining working
memory, self-monitoring, and planning and organisation [11].
Executive function and social competence have been shown to
be significantly related in the typically developing population
[41,42], and in other developmental disorders, including ASD
[43], but no published study to date has directly investigated the
relationship between executive function and social competence
in NF1.
Previous research on social competence in children with NF1
has relied heavily on the Social Problems and Social Competence
indices of the CBCL [8, 9, 37]. While this is a valid, reliable,
standardised and commercially available measure, only four
items across both of these indices directly address the quantity
and quality of children’s friendships with their same-age peers2,
with the remainder of the items relating to behaviour and
personality characteristics (e.g. “dependent”, “clumsy”), as well as
family relationships and participation in teams and organisations.
As such, the precise nature of the social competence problems
reported in children and adolescents with NF1 remains unclear
and warrants further investigation. Furthermore, no published
studies to date have directly explored whether interpersonal
ADHD was diagnosed in this study based on parent and teacher questionnaire
ratings, neuropsychological test performance, and clinical presentation as part of a
concurrent study [8].
2
The Social Problems index on the CBCL contains only two out of 11 items (“gets
teased” and “not liked”) which directly pertains to the quality of children’s relationships
with their peers. Similarly, the CBCL Social Competence index contains only two
items relating to children’s friendships (“number of friends” and “frequency of contact
with friends”).
1
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relationships in NF1 are associated with cognitive and/or
psychological impairment. It is extremely important to identify
the nature of social competence problems in children with NF1
and potential cognitive and psychological risk factors, as this
information will assist clinicians working with these children in
selecting appropriate screening measures and providing targeted
intervention recommendations.

Aims of the current study
In light of the above, the primary aim of the present study was
to gain a more comprehensive understanding of day to day social
competence in children with NF1 using the parent form of the
Social Competence with Peers Questionnaire (SCPQ-P) [44], a nine
item questionnaire with excellent psychometric properties which
was specifically designed to explore interpersonal relationships,
perceived popularity, and involvement in social activities in
school-aged children. In keeping with previous findings [8,
9], it was hypothesised that, overall, children with NF1 would
demonstrate poorer social competence compared with their
typically developing peers (Hypothesis 1). However, given the
variability observed in the clinical phenotype of children with NF1
[43, 45], significant variability in their social competence was also
anticipated (Hypothesis 2).
The second aim of this study was to examine the relationships
between social competence and ADHD and ASD symptomatology
in children with NF1. Although previous studies have indicated
poorer social skills and social competence in children with
NF1 and comorbid ADHD [8, 9], the potential influence of
autistic traits on social outcomes in NF1 has received little
empirical attention. As up to one quarter of children with NF1
demonstrate significantly elevated symptoms of both ADHD and
ASD [6], it is important to determine to what extent ADHD and
ASD symptomatology are contributing to social competence
problems in NF1. Conversely, it is also important to determine
whether or not social competence difficulties exist in NF1 in the
absence of comorbid psychopathology. It was hypothesised that
reduced social competence would be identified even in children
with NF1 and no psychological diagnosis (Hypothesis 3). It was
also hypothesised that higher levels of both ADHD and ASD
symptomatology would be related to poorer social competence
in children with NF1 (Hypothesis 4).
The final aim of the present study was to investigate the
relationship between social competence and cognitive
functioning in children with NF1, particularly general intellectual
functioning (FSIQ) and executive function. It was hypothesised
that social competence would not be related to overall levels of
intellectual functioning in children with NF1 (Hypothesis 5). In
keeping with observations from typically developing children [41,
42], it was hypothesised that social competence would be related
to day to day executive function in children with NF1, such that
children with more executive difficulties would display lower
social competence (Hypothesis 6).

Methods
Participants
NF1 participants in this study were recruited through the
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Neurogenetics Clinic at The Children’s Hospital at Westmead
(CHW), Sydney, Australia. This clinic has a wide referral base and
caters for over 1300 individuals with NF1, with all socioeconomic
groups represented. Questionnaires were provided to the parents
of 30 children with NF1 who were participating in additional
research studies at CHW from January 2011 to February 2014.
These children met the following inclusion criteria: (a) confirmed
diagnosis of NF1 based on criteria specified by the National
Institutes of Health Consensus Conference [46]; (b) absence of
diagnosed intracranial pathology (e.g. epilepsy, traumatic brain
injury, or brain tumour); (c) an IQ ≥ 70; (d) no current or previous
diagnosis of anxiety disorder, mood disorder, or psychotic
disorder; and (e) competency in the English language. No NF1
participants had to be excluded based on these criteria. Of the 30
sets of questionnaires provided, seven were not returned, leaving
a final sample of 23 children with NF1 (15 females, 8 males) aged
between 6.67 and 13.83 years (M = 10.04, SD = 2.12). The ‘no
response’ group (6 females, 1 male) had a mean age of 10.82
years (SD = 1.55) and a mean FSIQ of 90.43 (SD = 12.93), and
did not differ significantly from the participants included in the
present study on any demographic variables (all, p > 0.10). A
review of clinical records revealed that five NF1 participants had
a diagnosis of ADHD. No NF1 participant had a diagnosis of ASD.
For NF1 participants, Full Scale IQ (FSIQ) was established using
the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children - Fourth Edition
(WISC-IV) [47].
Twenty-three typically developing (TD) controls (9 females, 14
males) were recruited through Neuronauts: a kids’ science club
at Macquarie University, Sydney, Australia. TD participants were
aged between 6.67 and 13.42 years (M = 9.92, SD = 1.97). TD
control children were excluded from the study if they had a
history of developmental delay, IQ < 70, sensory impairments,
diagnosed neurological or psychiatric disorder, or English as a
second language. No TD controls had to be excluded based on
these criteria. As a screening measure, FSIQ was estimated for
TD control participants using the Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of
Intelligence (WASI) [48].
NF1 and TD control groups were matched for chronological age
(within 6 months of age) at the individual level and handedness at
the group level. Table 1 displays the demographic characteristics
of each group. As shown in Table 1, a chi-square test revealed
no significant difference in sex distribution between the groups,
although a non-significant trend was observed. Independent
samples t test revealed the two groups were well matched in
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terms of age. Consistent with literature showing downward shifts
in FSIQ in NF1 [4, 13, 14], the two groups differed significantly
in terms of their FSIQ scores, albeit on different measurement
instruments. On average, the NF1 group fell within the low
average IQ range and the TD control group fell within the average
IQ range. Overall, the clinical sample was considered to be
adequately representative of the wider NF1 population and the
TD group were considered to be typically developing.3

Materials
Both groups
Social competence with peers questionnaire - parent form
(SCPQ-P)
Social competence was assessed using the SCPQ-P [44], a nine
item questionnaire addressing the quality and quantity of
children’s friendships, perceived popularity, the nature of their
relationships with children of the same age, and their involvement
in social activities (e.g. being invited to parties and seeing friends
at weekends). Items are rated on a three-point Likert scale from
0 (not true) to 2 (mostly true), with higher scores indicating
greater social competence. The psychometric properties of this
scale are very respectable, with a reported Guttman split-half
reliability coefficient of 0.87 and coefficient alpha of 0.81 [44].
The SCPQ-P was developed to elicit parental assessment of social
competence difficulties in school-aged children, with the goal of
providing details for targeted intervention for children with social
problems. As such, it is well-suited to the investigation of social
competence in a clinical population.
There are normative data for the SCPQ-P for children aged
between 8 and 17 years [44]. In this sample, the mean parent
rating was 14.82/18 (SD = 3.12), and there was no effect of age or
gender. However, as the sample in the present study included 6
and 7 year olds, it was considered most appropriate to compare
results against a sample individually matched for chronological
age.

NF1 Group
Conners 3 - parent long form (Conners 3-PL)
The Conners 3-PL [49] was administered to the NF1 group. The
Conners 3-PL is a standardised, commercially available measure
One TD control participant fell at the upper end of the borderline IQ range, and two
TD participants had IQs > 120, however these participants were not outliers from the
TD group as a whole in terms of their SCPQ–P ratings. Notably, FSIQ did not correlate
significantly with SCPQ–P ratings in the TD control sample (p = 0.369).

3

Table 1 Demographic characteristics for each group.
Males : Females
Chronological Age
FSIQ

NF1 group Mean (SD) Range
8 : 15
10.04 (2.12)
6.67 – 13.83
87.48 (10.33)a
71.00 – 109.00

TD group Mean (SD) Range
14 : 9
9.92 (1.97)
6.67 – 13.42
107.61 (12.40)b
79.00 – 134.00

t score
3.136*

p value
0.077

0.210

0.835

-5.981

< 0.001

Note: Chronological age is in years. FSIQ scores from both the WISC-IV and WASI are standardised against a normative mean of 100.00 and a
standard deviation of 15.00.
*Chi-square statistic
a
FSIQ measured using WISC-IV
b
FSIQ measured using WASI

4
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used to assist in the evaluation, diagnosis and treatment response
of children with ADHD. It provides standardised scores of ADHD
symptoms, as well as comorbid disorders including Oppositional
Defiant Disorder and Conduct Disorder. The scale comprises
105 items, each rated on a four-point Likert scale from 0 (not
at all true) to 3 (very much true), with higher scores indicating
greater difficulty. These items contribute to six separate content
scales: Inattention, Hyperactivity/Impulsivity, Learning Problems,
Executive Functioning, Defiance/Aggression, and Peer Relations.
Raw scores are converted into T-scores based on age and gender
norms. T-scores between 60 and 64 are considered “elevated”
and are associated with more concerns than is normal, while
T-scores ≥ 65 on each scale are “very elevated” and indicate
significant areas of concern.
Social responsiveness scale (SRS) parent form
The parent form of the SRS [21] was administered to the NF1
group. The SRS is an instrument designed to identify social
difficulties and symptoms of autism spectrum disorders in
children and adolescents aged between 4 and 18 years. The SRS
comprises 65 items that form five separate treatment subscales:
Social Awareness, Social Cognition, Social Communication, Social
Motivation (including socially anxious and avoidant behaviours),
and Autistic Mannerisms. Items are rated on a four-point Likert
scale from 1 (never true) to 4 (almost always true) and raw scores
are converted into T-scores based on gender norms, with higher
scores indicating greater social difficulties. Scores obtained across
the treatment subscales are summed to provide a SRS total
score. Total SRS T-scores between 60 and 75 (mild to moderate
range) indicate clinically significant levels of autistic traits and are
typical for children with less severe ASD [21]. Total SRS T-scores
of 76 or more (severe range) indicate a severe interference in
everyday social interactions and are strongly associated with
the presence of ASD. At the treatment subscale level, T-scores
≥ 60 are considered clinically significant and suggest that a
particular area may require treatment or intervention [21]. The
SRS has respectable psychometric properties and has previously
been used to investigate autism spectrum symptomatology in
populations with NF1 [6, 22, 23].
Behavior rating inventory of executive function (BRIEF) - parent
version
Parents/guardians of the NF1 group completed the BRIEF [50].
The BRIEF comprises 86 items aimed at assessing day to day
executive abilities. These items contribute to eight separate
subscales: Inhibit, Shift, Emotional Control, Initiate, Working
Memory, Plan/Organize, Organization of Materials, and Monitor.
Scores on the Inhibition, Shift, and Emotional Control subscales
are summed to provide a Behavioral Regulation Index, and
scores on the remaining subscales are summed to provide a
Metacognition Index. A global composite score (Global Executive
Composite) is also generated, incorporating all eight subscales.
Raw scores on all indices are converted into T-scores based on
age norms, with higher T-scores indicating more problematic
behaviours. T-scores ≥ 65 are considered clinically significant. The
BRIEF has high internal consistency (0.80 to 0.98) and high testretest reliability [51].
© Under License of Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License
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Wechsler intelligence scale for children - fourth edition (WISCIV)
The WISC-IV [47] is one of the most widely used measures of
intelligence for children aged between 6 and 16 years. The
WISC-IV is made up of ten core subtests which contribute to
four composite indices (Verbal Comprehension, Perceptual
Reasoning, Working Memory, and Processing Speed), as well as
a global FSIQ score. The test takes between 60 and 80 minutes
to administer. There are published WISC-IV Australian norms,
with scores standardised against a mean of 100 and a standard
deviation of 15.

Results
Data were analysed using Predictive Analytics SoftWare (PASW)
Version 18 for Windows. Initial investigations revealed that
data were not normally distributed and that there was unequal
variance between groups, so non-parametric analyses were
used. Mean raw scores on the SCPQ-P and standardised T-scores
on the SRS, Conners 3-PL, and BRIEF subscales were compared
between groups using the Mann-Whitney U test. Relationships
between social competence, Conners 3-PL ratings, SRS ratings,
BRIEF ratings, and FSIQ in the NF1 group were examined using
Spearman’s rho correlations. Correlations were based on SCPQ-P
raw scores and standardised (age-adjusted) scores for all other
measures. This was considered to be appropriate, as a previous
normative study revealed that there was no effect of age on
SCPQ-P ratings in a typically developing sample aged between 8
and 17 years [44]. Furthermore, statistical investigations revealed
that there was no relationship between age and SCPQ-P raw
scores in the present NF1 sample (ρ = -0.161, p = 0.463).
Due to the relatively small sample size in the present study,
a p value of .05 was used for all analyses to indicate statistical
significance in order to reduce the likelihood of Type II error [52].

Do children with NF1 display lower and more
variable social competencies than their TD
peers?
Figure 1 shows the mean social competence ratings for NF1
and TD control groups. On the SCPQ-P, the NF1 group displayed
significantly lower overall social competence ratings compared to
TD controls (Z = -2.59, p = 0.010)4. Moreover, Levene’s test for
equality of variances revealed significantly greater variability in
total social competence ratings for the NF1 children compared
with the TD control group (F = 20.73, p < 0.001).
Item-level analyses revealed that NF1 children displayed
significantly lower ratings on the following items compared
to controls: ‘has at least one close friend’ (Z = -3.29, p = .001),
‘has stable friendships with other kids his/her age’ (Z = -2.77,
p = 0.006), ‘finds it easy to make friends’ (Z = -2.31, p = 0.021),
‘has good relationships with classmates’ (Z = -2.34, p = 0.020),
‘is popular amongst others his/her age’ (Z = -3.16, p = 0.002),
and ‘sees a friend or friends socially at weekends’ (Z = -2.62, p
= 0.009). Ratings were similar between NF1 and TD groups on
the following items: ‘other kids invite him/her to their homes’ (Z
The mean for the NF1 sample was also compared with the normative mean [44] using
the One-Sample Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test. The NF1 group displayed significantly
lower social competence ratings than the normative population (p = 0.033).
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were related to Social Motivation (socially anxious and avoidant
behaviours), which were clinically elevated in 43.5% of the NF1
sample. This was followed by Autistic Mannerisms (e.g. unusually
narrow range of interests, repetitive behaviours), which were
clinically elevated in 39.1% of the NF1 group.
BRIEF ratings in the NF1 group
Table 4 shows the average BRIEF ratings for the NF1 group. On
average, the NF1 group fell within normal limits on all BRIEF
indices (all mean T-scores < 65). The most commonly reported
domain of difficulty was Working Memory (occurring in almost
40% of the cohort), followed by Initiate, Shift and Plan/Organize.

18

SCPQ-P Total Raw Score

16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

NF1

Group

TD

Correlations

Figure 1 Mean SCPQ-P ratings for NF1 and TD control groups. Bars
represent +/- 1 standard error. * = p < 0.05.

= -1.88, p = .060), ‘other kids invite him/her to social events or
activities’ (Z = -1.89, p = 0.059), and ‘gets invited to parties’ (Z =
-1.69, p = .090).
To address the possibility of bias due to gender effects on SCPQ-P
ratings, correlations between these variables were examined for
the NF1 and TD control groups. There was no significant effect of
gender on SCPQ-P ratings (both, p ≥ 0.236).

Do those children with NF1 who do not have
co-morbid ADHD or ASD demonstrate social
competence difficulties?
To determine whether NF1 participants with no comorbid ADHD
or ASD diagnosis demonstrate social competence difficulties, the
previous analyses were repeated after exclusion of the five NF1
participants with a comorbid psychological diagnosis (ADHD).
Even after exclusion of those participants with psychological
comorbidities, the NF1 group displayed significantly lower overall
social competence ratings compared to TD controls (Z = -2.01, p
= 0.045). Again, Levene’s test for equality of variances revealed
significantly greater variability in total social competence ratings
for the NF1 children compared with the TD control group (F =
9.65, p = 0.004).

Spearman’s rho correlations were conducted to explore the
relationships between social competence and Conners 3-PL
ratings, SRS ratings, BRIEF ratings, and FSIQ. Correlations are
displayed in Table 5.

Table 2 Mean T-scores on the Conners 3–PL for the NF1 group.

Inattention
Hyperactivity / Impulsivity
Learning Problems
Executive Functioning
Defiance / Aggression
Peer Relations

Conners 3-PL ratings in the NF1 group
Table 2 shows the mean Conners 3-PL ratings for the NF1 group
and the percentage of the sample falling within the “very
elevated” or clinical range (mean T-scores ≥ 65) on each subscale.
On average, the NF1 group displayed very elevated ratings on
the domains of Inattention and Learning Problems relative to the
normative population. However, parent ratings of Hyperactivity/
Impulsivity, Executive Functioning, Defiance/Aggression, and
Peer Relations were within normal limits (mean T-scores < 65).
Social responsiveness scale ratings in the NF1 group
Table 3 shows the average SRS profiles for the NF1 group. Notably,
17.4% of the NF1 group fell within the severe range (total T-score
> 75), a range which is typically associated with a clinical diagnosis
of ASD. The most commonly reported difficulties in the NF1 group

Mean (SD)
Range
66.61* (14.30)
45.00 – 90.00
62.52 (16.49)
42.00 – 90.00
69.91* (12.85)
49.00 – 90.00
61.09 (12.50)
38.00 – 86.00
54.70 (13.73)
41.00 – 90.00
62.70 (16.41)
43.00 – 90.00

% in Very Elevated
Range
43.5%
39.1%
56.5%
39.1%
21.7%
39.1%

Note: T-scores have a mean of 50 and a standard deviation of 10. Scores
≥ 65 on the Conners 3–PL represents areas of clinical significance.
* T-score ≥ 65
Table 3 Mean T-scores on the social responsiveness scale (SRS) for the
NF1 group.

General performance on psychological and
cognitive questionnaire measures
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Mean (SD)
Range
Social Awareness
Social Cognition
Social
Communication
Social Motivation
Autistic Mannerisms
SRS Total Score

55.52 (13.72)
38.00 – 91.00
57.61 (15.87)
36.00 – 92.00
58.65 (13.99)
42.00 – 88.00
57.52 (12.58)
40.00 – 89.00
63.39* (18.24)
40.00 – 105.00
60.09 (15.49)
41.00 – 93.00

% in Clinical Range
Mild to Moderate
Severe
(60 ≤ T < 76)
(T > 75)
26.1%

4.3%

21.7%

17.4%

21.7%

17.4%

34.8%

8.7%

13.0%

26.1%

26.1%

17.4%

Note: T-scores have a mean of 50 and a standard deviation of 10.
T-scores ≥ 60 are considered clinically elevated.
* T-score ≥ 60
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Table 4 Mean t-scores on the behavior rating inventory of executive function in the
NF1 group.

Mean (SD) Range
Inhibit
Shift
Emotional Control
Behavior Regulation Index
Initiate
Working Memory
Plan / Organize
Organization of Materials
Monitor
Metacognition Index
Global Executive Composite

% in Clinically
Significant Range

52.83 (12.58)
38.00 – 87.00
55.74 (14.79)
39.00 – 88.00
52.52 (14.15)
36.00 – 80.00
53.91 (13.80)
36.00 – 86.00
58.39 (12.26)
40.00 – 79.00
60.26 (11.09)
36.00 – 81.00
58.61 (11.40)
41.00 – 80.00
54.87 (11.04)
37.00 – 71.00
57.74 (10.22)
40.00 – 75.00
59.43 (11.31)
39.00 – 81.00
57.78 (12.35)
38.00 – 80.00

30.4%
17.4%
21.7%
34.8%
39.1%

26.1%
21.7%
34.8%
30.4%

Table 5 Correlations between social competence (SCPQ–P) and
FSIQ, Conners 3–PL ratings, SRS ratings, and BRIEF ratings for NF1
participants.
Spearman’s
correlation (ρ)

p value

0.020
0.186
-0.156
-0.218
0.087
-0.802

0.930
0.395
0.478
0.317
0.693
< 0.001**

-0.069
-0.283
-0.415
-0.591
-0.422
-0.426

0.753
0.191
0.049*
0.003**
0.045*
0.042*

-0.016
-0.165
-0.112
0.036

0.944
0.452
0.612
0.870

© Under License of Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License

Does social competence relate to
psychopathology (ADHD and ASD
symptomatology) in NF1?

Does social competence relate to cognition
in NF1?

30.4%

* Correlation significant at the p < 0.05 level
** Correlation significant at the p < 0.01 level
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The relationships between social competence and ADHD
symptomatology (Conners 3-PL ratings of Inattention and
Hyperactivity/ Impulsivity) and ASD symptomatology (SRS ratings)
in the NF1 group were investigated. No significant associations
were identified between ADHD symptoms (Inattention,
Hyperactivity/Impulsivity) and SCPQ-P ratings for NF1 participants
(both, p > 0.395). SCPQ-P ratings were significantly and negatively
correlated with total levels of autistic symptomatology (SRS Total
Score; p = 0.048) and also with the SRS Social Communication (p
= 0.049), Social Motivation (p = 0.003) and Autistic Mannerisms
(p = 0.045) subscales.

17.4%

Note: T-scores have a mean of 50 and a standard deviation of 10. T-scores
≥ 65 on the BRIEF represent areas of significant difficulty.

Conners 3–PL Content Scores
Inattention
Hyperactivity / Impulsivity
Learning Problems
Executive Functioning
Defiance / Aggression
Peer Relations
Social Responsiveness Scale Scores
Social Awareness
Social Cognition
Social Communication
Social Motivation
Autistic Mannerisms
SRS Total Score
Behavior Rating Inventory of Executive
Function
Behavior Regulation Index
Metacognition Index
Global Executive Composite
FSIQ

2016

The relationships between social competence, FSIQ, and day
to day executive function (BRIEF and Conners 3-PL Executive
Functioning scale ratings) in the NF1 group were also investigated.
SCPQ-P ratings were not significantly correlated with FSIQ (p
= 0.870). Furthermore, SCPQ-P ratings were not significantly
correlated with parent ratings of executive function on the BRIEF
subscales and indices (all, p > 0.05) or the Conners 3-PL Executive
Functioning content scale (all, p > 0.05).

Discussion
The aims of this study were threefold: (1) to investigate the
nature of social competence in children with NF1, (2) to explore
relationships between social competence and psychopathology
in NF1, and (3) to examine the relationships between social
competence, cognition and behaviour in NF1. In relation to the
first aim, in line with our hypothesis (Hypothesis 1), the social
competence of children with NF1 differed significantly from that
of typically developing children. Children with NF1 were rated
by their parents as having significantly poorer overall social
competence, replicating findings from previous studies using less
comprehensive measures [8, 9, 37]. However, the present study
extended existing findings by providing additional information
as to the specific nature of these social competence deficits.
At the group level, children with NF1 had significantly greater
difficulty forming and maintaining friendships, had poorer overall
relationships with their classmates, were less popular than their
same-age peers, and were less likely to see friends outside of
school compared with TD controls. Notably, scores on the SCPQ-P
were strongly correlated with scores on the Conners 3-PL Peer
Relations scale, supporting its validity as a measure of social
competence for children with NF1. As predicted (Hypothesis
2), there was significantly greater individual variability in social
competence ratings among children with NF1 when compared
with the TD control group, with some NF1 children falling in the
normal range, and others demonstrating significant impairments
in day to day social competence. This indicates that certain
children with NF1 are more vulnerable to social difficulties than
others.
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In relation to the second aim, 47.8% of NF1 children were rated
as having significantly elevated inattention and/or hyperactivity
symptoms. Additionally, 43.5% displayed elevated levels of autistic
symptomatology and four children (17.4%) displayed severe
symptoms at a level which is strongly associated with a clinical
ASD diagnosis. In total, 30.4% demonstrated clinically elevated
symptoms of both ADHD and ASD. The percentage of children
falling within the clinically significant range for ADHD and ASD
symptoms in this study was comparable to the proportions found
in previous research on NF1 [4, 6, 18, 19, 23]. Again, however,
it is important to note that there is overlap between the social
and cognitive impairments seen in NF1 and ASD, and so the true
prevalence of ASD in NF1 may be lower than the literature would
indicate [24].
As predicted (Hypothesis 3), children with NF1 and no comorbid
ADHD or ASD diagnosis were rated by their parents as having
significant social competence problems; group differences in
social competence ratings between NF1 children and TD controls
remained significant even after excluding NF1 participants with a
comorbid psychological diagnosis. However, our hypothesis that
social competence would be significantly related to ADHD and
ASD symptomatology (Hypothesis 4) was only partially supported.
Contrary to predictions, social competence was not significantly
related to parent-rated levels of inattention or hyperactivity in our
NF1 cohort, nor was social competence related to behavioural
indices commonly associated with ADHD, such as defiance/
aggression and learning problems. These findings contradict
those of previous studies [8, 9], which identified children with
NF1 and comorbid ADHD and/or learning problems as those
most at risk for social problems. Additionally, ADHD is strongly
associated with social incompetence in children without NF1
[53, 54]. Our results are somewhat surprising and may represent
a cohort effect in our relatively small sample. Further study in
a larger sample of children with NF1 is certainly warranted to
confirm our present findings.
In keeping with expectations (Hypothesis 4), social competence was
significantly associated with overall levels of ASD symptomatology
in children with NF1, such that individuals with higher ASD
symptom levels displayed lower overall social competence. There
were significant correlations between social competence and
scores on the SRS Autistic Mannerisms treatment subscale (e.g.
“has repetitive odd behaviours such as hand flapping or rocking,”
“has a restricted or unusually narrow range of interests”) and
Social Communication treatment subscale (e.g. “avoids eye
contact or has unusual eye contact”, “gets teased a lot”) in the
expected direction. It is also interesting to note that a large
proportion of the NF1 group (43.5%) demonstrated significant
difficulties with social motivation, which taps into socially anxious
and avoidant behaviours (e.g. “is too tense in social settings”,
“avoids starting social interactions with peers or adults”). This
suggests a vulnerability to symptoms of social anxiety in children
with NF1 and supports previous research showing a potential
predisposition for anxiety disorders in this population [17]. Social
Motivation ratings were found to be significantly related to social
competence, such that children experiencing increased anxious
or avoidant behaviours also displayed lower social competence.
Further exploration of social anxiety and its relationship to social
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functioning in NF1 is warranted, as this may be impacting not
only on the ability to form and maintain friendships, but also on
emotional and behavioural functioning and overall quality of life
in this population. The pattern of results observed in the present
study certainly suggests that some combination of autistic traits
and social anxiety symptoms might be contributing to the social
competence deficits observed in some children with NF1.
The third aim of this study was to explore the relationships
between social competence, FSIQ, and executive function in
children with NF1. In keeping with expectations (Hypothesis
5), social competence was not significantly related to general
levels of intellectual functioning in the NF1 group. However, our
hypothesis that lower social competence would be associated
with higher levels of day to day executive dysfunction (Hypothesis
6) was not supported. While group means were not significantly
different from those reported in published normative data, over
half (56.5%) of the children with NF1 in our cohort were rated by
their parents as demonstrating difficulty at a clinically significant
level in at least one executive domain, supporting previous
research showing significant day to day executive dysfunction
in this population [11]. Previous studies have shown significant
relationships between social deficits and executive dysfunction
in typically developing children [41, 42], ASD [43, 55], and other
genetic disorders, including 22q11 deletion syndrome [56], but
no existing study has explicitly explored the relationship between
social competence and executive function in NF1. While the
lack of relationships between functional executive behaviours
and social competence are not clear, one possible explanation
is that our study solely relied on parent report questionnaires
of executive function, which only measure children’s executive
abilities in the home environment and so may be less sensitive
than other executive function measures. Of note, a previous study
investigating the correlations between informant report measures
of executive function and neuropsychological test performance in
children with NF1 found inconsistent relationships between these
variables, suggesting that these measures might tap different
constructs [11]. Future research investigating social competence
and executive function in children with NF1 should supplement
parent reports of executive function with additional measures,
including teacher report questionnaires and behavioural
assessment tools, such as the Behavioural Assessment of the
Dysexecutive Syndrome in Children (BADS-C) [57].

Study limitations
There were several methodological limitations in the present
study which must be considered. Firstly, as mentioned above, this
study relied solely on parent report questionnaires of social and
behavioural functioning. Previous research has demonstrated
considerable variations between reports from different
informants on social and behavioural rating instruments [58].
Future research investigating social competence in NF1 should
corroborate parent ratings with information from additional
sources, including teachers, peers, and self-report, to limit the
amount of potential bias.
The possibility of response bias must also be considered. Of the
30 sets of questionnaires sent out, only 23 were returned and
it is possible that the parents of children with more comorbid
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symptomatology and/or greater social difficulties were those
most likely to choose to participate in the present study.
Nevertheless, the descriptive statistics of the 23 responders were
in keeping with expectations for children with NF1, and the seven
non-responders did not differ significantly from responders with
respect to sample demographics.
Finally, it is important to note that the ADHD and ASD symptom
questionnaires used in this study were screening tools only. No
diagnostic or treatment decisions can be made on these reports
alone, as all ratings require confirmation from independent
sources. Although 47.8% of our NF1 cohort demonstrated
symptoms of ADHD in the “very elevated” range, only 21.7% of
these children had a confirmed ADHD diagnosis. Future research
investigating the relationship between social competence and
comorbid ADHD and ASD should aim to incorporate formal
information regarding confirmed diagnostic status in a larger
sample to explore more rigorously the influence of these
variables on day to day social functioning. This may include a
diagnostic interview such as the Schedule for Affective Disorders
and Schizophrenia for School-Age Children (K-SADS) [59].

Future research
Further research in a larger sample of children with NF1 will be
necessary to confirm and extend the present findings. It is clear
that children with NF1 demonstrate significant social competence
problems, however, the nature of the relationships between these
problems and comorbid ADHD and/or ASD diagnoses warrants
further exploration. Studies with larger sample sizes could focus
on subgroup analyses based on psychological comorbidities (e.g.
NF1 + ADHD, NF1 + ASD, NF1 + ADHD + ASD and NF1 only) to
investigate any associated differences in social competence. As
stated previously, the inclusion of diagnostic assessment tools for
ADHD and ASD would be informative, as would formal screening
for social anxiety symptoms. Notably, when exploring the effect
of ASD on social competence, it would also be important to
understand the possible mediating effect of social anxiety. This
could be investigated with formal statistical analyses in a larger
NF1 cohort.
There are many other variables which may be important in
contributing to social competence problems in children with
NF1 which were not explored in the current study. For example,
children with NF1 suffer from low academic achievement [16],
cosmetic disfiguration [60] and significant impairment in multiple
cognitive domains, including attention and language skills [4].
These variables have all been separately associated with social
dysfunction in children with mild cognitive and behavioural
disabilities [61] and certainly warrant further investigation in
children with NF1. Previous research has also identified deficits in
social information processing and higher-level social cognition in
those with NF1 [33, 35] which are likely to contribute to reduced
social functioning. Elucidating the potential cause(s) of the
social difficulties is an important task for future research, as this
information will inform more individualised clinical management
and intervention recommendations for children with NF1.

Clinical implications
The present findings indicate a significant risk of social competence
© Under License of Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License
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problems for children with NF1, even in the absence of comorbid
ADHD, reduced intellectual abilities or functional executive
difficulties. As such, these findings highlight the importance of
screening for social competence problems as part of standard
clinical assessment and management protocols for children with
NF1. Given questionnaires such as the Social Competence with
Peers Questionnaire (SCPQ) [44] are freely available tools with
sound psychometric properties that can be completed in less than
five minutes, incorporating them into the clinical assessment of
children with NF1 is highly feasible. The questionnaire is available
in parent (SCPQ-P), teacher (SCPQ-T) and pupil (SCPQ-PU)
versions which all correlate strongly in neurotypical children [44].
In keeping with previous research [4, 6, 19, 22, 23], we identified
elevated levels of ADHD and/or ASD symptoms in a large
proportion of our NF1 cohort (including high levels of socially
anxious behaviour). Higher levels of ASD symptomatology and
socially anxious behaviour were significantly associated with
poorer social competence in children with NF1. These findings
strongly suggest the need for general psychological screening
in children with NF1, particularly those with reduced social
competence. While ADHD screening measures such as the Conners
3 rating scales [49] are routinely completed as part of the clinical
management of children with NF1 at CHW, the present findings
suggest that children with reduced social competence should
also be screened for social anxiety and elevated ASD symptoms.
The Social Responsiveness Scale (SRS) [21] may be useful as a
screening measure for ASD in children with NF1 with poor social
competence, providing information about specific problematic
behaviours and social skills deficits that will assist clinicians in
designing and implementing appropriate interventions. Notably,
the SRS also includes a Social Motivation treatment subscale
that assesses socially anxious and avoidant behaviours [21].
The Spence Children’s Anxiety Scale (SCAS) [62] could also
be administered to children with NF1 and social competence
problems as a more general screen for anxiety symptoms.
Children with NF1 who display social competence problems are
likely to require interventions targeted at forming and maintaining
friendships with their peers. No published studies to date have
explored the effectiveness of social intervention programs for
children with NF1, however our present findings suggest that
it may be suitable to trial treatment interventions designed for
children with ASD in an NF1 cohort. In particular, intervention
with a focus on social motivation and the management of
anxiety surrounding social interactions may be beneficial.
Nevertheless, the significant variability observed in the clinical,
neuropsychological and social phenotypes of children with NF1
indicates that their social competence problems could reflect
a number of individual contributing factors and individualised
intervention programs targeting particular skill deficits or
problem behaviours may be necessary. Spence [63] advocates
a multimodal approach to social skills training for children with
social competence problems, including: behavioural skills training
(e.g. modelling, role playing, feedback, and reinforcement);
social perception skills training; instruction in self-regulation
techniques; social problem solving; and parent training. The
development and implementation of these programs for children
with NF1 will be an important task for future research.
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Conclusion
The present findings indicate that children with NF1 are at
significant risk of day to day social competence problems,
especially those who display high levels of autistic symptomatology
and socially anxious behaviour. Nevertheless, social competence
problems in NF1 occur even in the absence of comorbid ADHD
and ASD and do not appear to be related to general levels of
intellectual functioning or functional executive abilities. These
results suggest a need to incorporate assessment, prevention,
and intervention for social problems into the general clinical
management of children with NF1, even for those children with
relatively normal neuropsychological profiles. Identifying the
contributing factors of social competence problems in NF1 and
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designing appropriate intervention programs will be important
challenges for future research.
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